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Mindexcoin a New 
 Cryptocurrency Chapter
 

A cryptocurrency like you've never seen.
 Like you never imagined. 
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Know Mindexcoin







WHAT IS MINDEXCOIN?

We have come to revolutionize 
 cryptocurrency payment platforms. 

Mindexcoin (MIC) is a token that enables data operations in the Ethereum Decentralized Network. Created in December 2017, in its ICO phase, the currency was sold for $0.25 and today has already reached more than $20. This growth of 8,000% is due to the incentives that the company has been giving to the success of the currency, such as the Mindexcoin Airdrop. 

Mindexcoin is currently listed in various ICO directories around the world, such as Coinist and Cryptoslate. This shows that MIC is growing and continues to strengthen partnerships.
















MINDEXCOIN BLOG POSTS














Go to Blog 












MINDEXCOIN

Why Choose MIC?

A new chapter, a revolution of the cryptocurrency. Do you want to be a part of this?
 We'll explain why.











Blockchain Difficulty Level

With the highest level of encryption, Mindexcoin digital currency and Mindexcoin wallet are secure and incorruptible.








Ethereum Token Technology

Mindexcoin works with the ERC-20 smart contract. That is, it has the same safety and technology as Ethereum.








World Patnerships

The Mindexcoin team works worldwide. To ensure the currency growth, we strengthen partnerships in directories around the world.











	Download Whitepaper
	Be Part of Mindexcoin

















Token

Token MINDEXCOIN [All Sold]

Mindexcoin (MIC) is a utility token that enables data operations on the Ethereum Decentralized Network.












Start

December 14th, 2017







Total Tokens Sold

100,000,000 Tokens







End

January 15th, 2018







Accepted Cryptocurrencies

BTC, ETH, LTC







Smart Contract Address

0x3a1237d38d0fb94513f85d61679cad7f38507242

























Pre ICO Distribution









 

Distribution System




















FUTURE

The Timeline

Follow the steps and growth already achieved by Mindexcoin.









December 12, 2017

Launch of 1st Block (All Sold)




December 20, 2017

Launch of 2nd Block (All Sold)




December 25, 2017

Launch of 3rd Block (All Sold)




December 30, 2017

Launch of 4th Block (All Sold)




January 5, 2018

Launch of 5th Block (All Sold)




January 10, 2018

Launch of 6th Block (All Sold)




January 15, 2018

Launch of 7th Block (All Sold)




February 12, 2018

Launch AirDrop




February 14, 2018

Launch Mining MIC Token (in Ethereum)




February 15, 2018

Start List on Exchanges (Trade)















AIRDROP

Earns Reach 80% in the Year

The AirDrop created by Mindexcoin is a deposit system, where investors who bought company coins direct their capital. Once deposited within the AirDrop, the Mindexcoin must stay for a period of one year without interruption and without allowable withdrawals. At this time, these cryptocurrencies will yield. The yield is 2% per week for a year, and after this period the main investment can be taken out normally. Each week, the user can use the amount generated by this percentage of income (2%) to transact within Mindexcoin's own website, even because the Exchange Internal project is already working. No company today offers such an easy and practical system to generate more coins, which in our case are Mindexcoin. Earns reach 80% in the year.





















Apps

Mindexcoin Mobile App

With just a mobile phone and internet connection, you can access the future of cryptocurrencies.










We know that smartphones have become absolutely essential  these days. It is in it that people "keep" most of their information.  With MindexCoin it could not be any different. Our app takes all the technology and accessibility of the digital currency into the palm  of your hand. 

	Safety and speed
	Access your wallet
	Buy and Sell MIC
	Keep up with the news
	Take Mindexcoin with you


	 Coming Soon
	 GET THE APP NOW
























Growth

Mindexcoin a New Cryptocurrency Chapter

We believe that blockchain technology can bring countless advantages and benefits. In addition, through this technology it is possible to provide a new future for the financial market. The current payment platforms are lacking agility and practicality. Meanwhile, blockchain, digital tokens, ICOs and cryptocurrencies have been creating a bridge between companies and their customers. We know that Mindexcoin comes to leverage and accelerate this progress between investors and the new digital financial market.

 

















Faq

Frequently Asked Questions

Here you can find a little bit about the main issues and frequently asked questions about MindexCoin and the world of cryptocurrencies. If you have further questions, please contact our support team.
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WHAT IS A CRYPTOCURRENCY?

It is an essentially digital type of currency. It uses encryption to stay safe. The system of encrypted coins can be compared to the serial numbers, stripes and other security systems of the printed banknotes, which prevent them from being falsified. In the case of cryptocurrencies, security revolves around codes that are complicated to crack. 







WHERE CAN I BUY MINDEXCOIN?

Mindexcoin is available for purchase within the Internal Exchange. However, for the user to have access to this Exchange, it is necessary that he first make his registration in Mindexcoin. After the registration is complete, the user can already buy currencies within the Mindexcoin own exchange, accessing: www.mindexcoin.org/backoffice/exchange.







WHAT IS MINDEXCOIN?

Mindexcoin (MIC) is a cryptocurrency that emerged in 2017 with the goal of developing a financial system and easier, practical and intuitive payment platforms. The token used by Mindexcoin is EtherScan, that is, this token allows data operations in the Ethereum Decentralized Network.







HOW CAN I SELL MINDEXCOIN?

The Mindexcoin sales order is working normally. Users can sell their cryptocurrencies within the Internal Exchange, as well as in partner exchanges such as ForkDelta, EtherDelta and WandX. The process is easy, fast and secure.













WHAT IS MINDEXCOIN'S GROWTH PERSPECTIVE?

Even with the ups and downs of the digital financial market, Mindexcoin does not lose its full value. The major pillars that sustain the market value of MIC today are the Airdrop and Internal Exchange systems. By the end of 2018, Mindexcoin should reach $60, even with the swings in the market.








WHAT COINS ARE ACCEPTED IN THE MINDEXCOIN PURCHASE?

Three cryptocurrencies are accepted: Bitcoin, Ethereum and Litecoin. If you do not have any of these digital coins and you wish to purchase Mindexcoin, you must purchase one of these three first, then purchase Mindexcoin.







WHAT IS A ETHEREUM TOKEN?

The entire Ethereum network is a giant mass of nodes (computers) connected to each other. Mindexcoin has a smart contract with the Ethereum network. The token used by Mindexcoin is EtherScan, a utility (to use) token that enables data operations on the network. Basically, it is the agreement with Token Ethereum that allows Mindexcoin to be a real and legal cryptocurrency.







WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY?

Cryptocurrencies works from decentralized systems, based on blockchain technology. This "block" is like a company's ledger, but instead of being fixed in one place, the blockchain is operated by a peer-to-peer network of thousands of computers. Each machine around the world functions as a "host" of the cryptocurrencies, and they all receive copies of the transactions.













WHAT IS A WALLET?

After a user buys his cryptocurrency in exchange, he has a wallet. Just like the one in your pocket, but online. It is in the wallet that the virtual money is saved, available to be exchanged for other cryptocurrencies or turn it back into money and thus make the withdrawal normally.







CAN I TAKE OUT MINDEXCOIN WHENEVER I WANT?

The only way for the user to convert their cryptocurrencies into fiat coins, is by sales order within the exchanges. The exchanges currently available are ForkDelta, EtherDelta and WandX, besides the internal exchange of Mindexcoin, which is available after login is performed.







HOW DO I ACCESS MY WALLET?

For the user to access his digital wallet, and the data saved in it, it is necessary that he make the registration. After that, simply access your account by clicking the "Login" button at the top right of the page.







WHAT ARE MINDEXCOIN PARTNERS?

Mindexcoin has several partners around the world. Among them, big names and companies such as Microsoft, Bank Of America, PayPal, The Bank Of Korea and Ethereum.




























MINDEXCOIN EXCHANGES












































MINDEXCOIN PARTNERS
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